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In the Standard Model, the Higgs boson is a CP-even state with CP-conserving couplings; any
deviations from this would be a sign of new physics. These CP properties can be probed by measuring
Higgs decays to τ lepton pairs, in which the transverse correlation between the τ spins depends on CP. This
paper develops such an analysis, using full simulation of signal and background events in the International
Large Detector concept for the International Linear Collider. We consider Higgs-strahlung events
(eþe− → HZ) in which the Z boson decays to electrons, muons, or hadrons, and the Higgs boson decays
to τ leptons, which then decay either to τ� → π�ν or τ� → π�π0ν. Assuming 2 ab−1 of integrated
luminosity at a center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV, the mixing angle between even and odd CP components
of the τ pair from Higgs boson decays can be measured to a precision of 75 mrad (4.3°).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several electron-positron collider designs are now being
studied, whose major aim is to measure the Higgs sector
with high precision, thereby searching for effects of new
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) [1–4]. The
inherently clean environment of lepton collisions and the
high precision detectors possible at such colliders will
enable such precision measurements. The most mature of
these designs, the International Linear Collider (ILC) [1,5],
is a linear electron-positron collider with polarized beams,
which will initially operate at a center-of-mass energy of
250 GeV, with possible later energy upgrades to 500 GeV
and potentially 1 TeV. The wide range of precision Higgs
sector measurements which can be performed at the ILC is,
for example, summarized in [6,7]. Key properties of the
Higgs sector to be probed at such colliders are the Higgs
boson mass, the strength of its coupling to other particles,
and its CP nature.
In the SM, the Higgs boson is a CP-even scalar, while

many extensions of the SM introduce additional Higgs
bosons, often including aCP-odd pseudoscalar state; Higgs

boson mass eigenstates could be mixtures of such even and
odd CP states. In the SM, couplings of the Higgs boson to
bosons and fermions are CP conserving, however addi-
tional terms inducing CP violation can be added to the
Lagrangian, providing an additional potential source of
non-SM CP effects. A non-SM CP nature of the Higgs
sector would produce several effects measurable at the ILC
[6], including changes in the evolution of the eþe− → HZ
cross section near threshold, and of the spin correlations
between Higgs boson decay products in boson or fermion
decays. In many models of physics beyond the SM, CP-
odd components of the Higgs boson do not couple directly
to theW and Z bosons. The coupling to leptons is typically
not suppressed, and therefore provides a more model
independent approach to probe the Higgs sector’s CP
properties. In this paper we use the correlation between
the spins of τ leptons produced in Higgs boson decay to
study CP properties of the Higgs sector.
The τ lepton provides a powerful tool with which to

probe the CP properties of the Higgs boson. The branching
ratio of the Higgs boson to τþτ− is relatively large (∼6.3%
in the SM), and the spin correlations of the two τ leptons,
on which the measurement relies, are not affected by strong
interactions in the final state. The mean lifetime of the τ
lepton, 87 μm=c, is short enough to allow its decay
products to be measured in the detector, providing access
to the spin of the τ lepton, yet long enough to allow impact
parameters measured by a vertex detector to be used in its
reconstruction.
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This paper demonstrates how the CP properties of τ
lepton pairs produced in Higgs boson decays can be
measured, and estimates the precision that can be achieved
by the ILC operating at 250 GeV. Signal and background
processes were fully simulated and reconstructed in the
International Large Detector (ILD) concept [8]. The signal
was considered to be the Higgs-strahlung process
(eþe− → HZ), with Z decays into electrons, muons, and
hadrons. Other Z decays (into τs or neutrinos) are less
useful due to incomplete detection of the Z decay products.
Events in which the Higgs boson decays to a pair of τ
leptons were analyzed. The reconstruction method devel-
oped in [9] allows the momenta of hadronically decaying τ
leptons to be fully reconstructed by making use of the
interaction point position, the impact parameters of the τ
lepton decay products, and the transverse momentum of the
system recoiling against the τþτ− system. The τ� → π�ν
and τ� → π�π0ν decay channels were considered, which
respectively account for 11% and 26% of τ lepton decays.
These τ lepton decays allow full reconstruction of the τ
lepton momenta and provide optimal sensitivity to the
direction of the τ spin. The optimal estimator of the τ lepton
spin direction, or polarimeter, is extracted from the τ lepton
decay products’ momenta, and the CP state of the τ pair is
extracted by considering the correlation between compo-
nents of the two polarimeters transverse to the τ lepton
momenta.
The use of τ lepton spin correlations to probe the CP

nature of the Higgs boson has been investigated in several
signal-only, generator or fast simulation studies, see for
example [10–18]. A full simulation study at the ILC in one
particular final state (eþe− → HZ, Z → μþμ−) has been
presented in [19].
The sensitivity of the LHC experiments to measure CP

effects in H → τþτ− has been investigated in a number of
phenomenological studies. In [20] a precision on the CP
mixing of 4° is predicted with an integrated luminosity of
3 ab−1, while [17,21] both suggest a precision of ∼11°
using the same integrated luminosity. In [22] it is argued
that the analysis of [17] is significantly affected by
experimental effects, and that even and odd CP hypotheses
can be distinguished at no better than 95% confidence level
with an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1.
The method used to extract CP-sensitive observables is

described in Sec. II. The procedures used to generate,
simulate, and reconstruct events are outlined in Sec. III, and
the event selection is described in Sec. IV. Estimates of the
measurement sensitivity at the ILC are presented in Sec. V,
and conclusions drawn in Sec. VI.

II. CP IN H → τ + τ−

The CP state of the τ lepton pair produced in Higgs
boson decay is determined by the CP properties of both the
Higgs mass eigenstate and theHτþτ− vertex. In the SM, the

Higgs boson is a CP-even state, and its couplings conserve
CP. In more general models, a Higgs mass eigenstate hm
can be written in terms of CP-even (h) and odd (A)
components as

hm ¼ h cosψCP þ A sinψCP; ð1Þ

where hm is purely CP even (odd) when ψCP ¼ 0 ðπ=2Þ.
The full range of ψCP is 0 → 2π, however differences
between ψCP and ψCP þ π will appear only in interference
terms, and will be very challenging to measure. CP
violation in the coupling can explicitly be induced by a
Lagrangian term such as

LHττ ¼ gτ̄ðcosψCP þ iγ5 sinψCPÞτH ð2Þ

which is CP conserving for ψCP ¼ 0 and maximally
violates CP for ψCP ¼ π=2. The goal of the present
analysis is to determine the CP state of the τ pair,
parametrized in terms of ψCP. A nonzero value of ψCP
in τ pairs from Higgs boson decay could arise from either or
both of the above mechanisms. These scenarios can be
distinguished by considering other observables; for exam-
ple a mixed CP Higgs mass eigenstate would affect the
total Higgs-strahlung cross section, which would not be the
case if non-SM CP effects occur only in the coupling to
fermions.
The CP state of a τþτ− pair produced in the decay of a

spin zero state h affects the correlation between the
components of the tau polarization perpendicular to the
τ momentum direction [11]. The optimal estimator of the τ
polarization is the so-called polarimeter (or effective spin)
vector, which can be reconstructed from the momenta of
the τ lepton’s decay products. It is shown in [12] that the
distribution of the τ polarimeter vectors in the decay of a
spin zero boson to τþτ− can be written as

dN=ðd cos θþd cos θ−dϕþdϕ−Þ
∝ ðb2 þ a2β2τÞð1þ cos θþ cos θ−Þ
þ ðb2 − a2β2τÞ sin θþ sin θ− cosðϕþ − ϕ−Þ
− 2abβτ sin θþ sin θ− sinðϕþ − ϕ−Þ ð3Þ

where θ�, ϕ� are respectively the polar and azimuthal
angles of the polarimeter vector with respect to (�) the
Higgs boson momentum direction as evaluated in the
respective τ� rest frames, as illustrated in Fig. 1, and βτ
is the τ� velocity in the τþτ− rest frame. The factors ða; bÞ
of Eq. (3) define ψCP: tanðψCPÞ≡ b=a. Defining
Δϕ≡ ϕþ − ϕ−, we rewrite Eq. (3) as
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dN=ðd cos θþd cos θ−dϕþdϕ−Þ
∝ ðsin2ψCP þ β2τcos2ψCPÞð1þ cos θþ cos θ−Þ
þ ðsin2ψCP − β2τcos2ψCPÞ sin θþ sin θ− cosðΔϕÞ
− 2βτ cosψCP sinψCP sin θþ sin θ− sinðΔϕÞ: ð4Þ

Since the τ leptons produced in the decay of a
125 GeV=c2 Higgs boson are highly relativistic, we take
the limit βτ → 1:

dN=ðdcosθþdcosθ−dϕþdϕ−Þ
∝1þcosθþcosθ−−sinθþ sinθ−cosðΔϕ−2ψCPÞ
∝ ð1þcosθþcosθ−Þð1−cðθþ;θ−ÞcosðΔϕ−2ψCPÞÞ; ð5Þ

where we define the contrast function cðθþ; θ−Þ≡
sin θþ sin θ−=ð1þ cos θþ cos θ−Þ.
It can be seen from Eq. (5) that ψCP affects the

distribution of events in Δϕ, and that the strength of this
effect in a particular event depends on θ� via the contrast
function cðθþ; θ−Þ. Figure 2 shows, at Monte Carlo (MC)
truth level, the Δϕ distribution for different values of ψCP,
while the dependence of theΔϕ distribution on cðθþ; θ−Þ is
shown in Fig. 3.
Polarimeter vectors h are straightforward to calculate in

the τ�→π�ν and τ�→π�π0ν decay modes. Using the con-
ventions in [12], they can be written in the τ rest frames as

hðτ� → π�νÞ ∝ pπ� ð6Þ

hðτ� → π�π0νÞ ∝ mτðEπ� − Eπ0Þðpπ� − pπ0Þ

þ 1

2
ðpπ� þ pπ0Þ2pν; ð7Þ

where pπ� , pπ0 , pν are respectively the four-momenta of the
charged and neutral pions, and of the neutrino.

The strategy of the present analysis is to reconstruct the
Δϕ distribution in eþe− → HZ, H → τþτ− events, and to
use this distribution to extract the value of ψCP.

III. EVENT GENERATION, SIMULATION, AND
BASIC RECONSTRUCTION

The WHIZARD event generator (version 2.2.8) [23] was
used to generate eþe− → ff̄τþτ− events (where f ¼ e, μ,
u; d; s; c; b). CIRCE2 [24] was used to model the beam
spectrum of the ILC at a center-of-mass energy of 250 GeV,
and the effects of initial state radiation were simulated. For
each final state, one sample was produced imposing that
the τþτ− was produced in the decay of a Higgs boson
(mH ¼ 125 Gev=c2), and a second sample without the
Higgs contribution. PYTHIA (version 8.212) [25,26] was
used to model final state radiation (FSR), hadronize quarks,
and decay τ leptons. Longitudinal and transverse spin
correlations between the two τ lepton decays were in-
cluded [27]. Different correlations were applied to τ lepton
pairs from H decay and those from Z=γ, as appropriate.
Two sets of samples were prepared, the first including only
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the τ� → π�ν and τ� → π�π0ν decay channels, and the
second with all τ decays. Samples with varying Higgs CP
properties were simulated by changing the spin correlations
applied in the decay of the τ pair by means of PYTHIA’s
HiggsH1:phiParity parameter to describe ψCP ¼ 0 (i.e., the
SM), π=8, π=4, π=2, and 3π=4 rad. The effective integrated
luminosity of the simulated signal samples was signifi-
cantly larger than the expected ILC integrated luminosity.
A full set of 2- and 4-fermion backgrounds from other

SM processes was considered. These samples were cen-
trally generated by the ILC physics group using WHIZARD

version 1.96. The effective integrated luminosity generated
for some of these processes, in particular those with high
cross section, was smaller than that expected at ILC.
Samples were produced with two pure initial polarization

states, (left-handed e−, right-handed eþ) and (right-handed
e−, left-handed eþ), which were mixed with appropriate
weights to simulate the proposed mix of polarization states
at ILC. The electron (positron) beam will have 80% (30%)
polarization. In this analysis we assume a total integrated
luminosity of 2 ab−1 at a center-of-mass energy of 250GeV,
distributed among the different polarization sign combina-
tions [e−LeþR , e−ReþL , e−LeþL , e−ReþR ] as [45, 45, 5, 5]%,
corresponding to the 250 GeV portion of the “H20-staged”
ILC running scenario proposed in [7]. The e−LeþR portion, for
example, has a dominantly left-handed electron beam and
dominantly right-handed positron beam.
Events were simulated in the ILD [8], a detector concept

for the ILC. It consists of a high precision silicon vertex
detector, a large time projection chamber, additional silicon
strip tracking detectors, and highly granular electromag-
netic, hadronic, and forward calorimeters, all placed within
the 3.5 T field of a solenoid whose iron flux return yoke is
instrumented with muon detectors. Simulation of the
ILD_o1_v05 detector model [8] was performed using
the GEANT4-based MOKKA toolkit [28]. Background due
to the interaction of beam remnants was superimposed on
the simulated events. The simulated energy deposits were
digitized and reconstructed using MARLINRECO and other
packages of ILCSOFT [29] (version v01-16-02). The output
of event reconstruction is a collection of particle flow
objects (PFOs, each containing zero, one or possibly more
reconstructed tracks and calorimeter clusters), correspond-
ing to individual final state particles.
ILD’s charged track impact parameter resolution in

the x–y plane is at least as good as the stated goal of
σd0 ∼ 5 μm ⊕ 10 μm=ðp½GeV=c�sin3=2θÞ, while in the r–z
plane the impact resolution is better than ∼10 μm for track
momenta above 3 GeV=c [8]. The highly granular readout
of the electromagnetic calorimeter allows nearby photons to
be efficiently resolved, leading to excellent identification of
τ lepton decay modes [30].
Simple particle identification was applied to PFOs, based

on the amount and distribution of energy deposits in the
calorimeters. Charged PFOs were classified as either

electrons, muons, or hadrons, while neutral PFOs were
classified as either photons or neutral hadrons. Photon
PFOs close to charged particles were considered as being
induced by FSR or bremsstrahlung.

IV. EVENT SELECTION AND RECONSTRUCTION

This section describes the methods used to reconstruct
and select signal events, while rejecting background events
produced by other processes. Signal events are defined as
Higgs-strahlung events in which the Z decays to either
electrons, muons, or quarks; the Higgs boson decays to a τ
lepton pair; and both τs decay to either τ� → π�ν or
τ� → π�π0ν. The method used to fully reconstruct the τ
lepton momenta is not applicable to Z decays to neutrinos
or τ leptons, since neither the production vertex nor the
recoiling momentum can be precisely determined. The
extraction of the τ lepton spin information is more complex
in the other τ lepton decay modes.

A. Preselection for Z decays to electrons or muons

Events with less than eight charged PFOs were consid-
ered in the leptonic (electron or muon) selection channel.
The Z decay into electrons or muons was first identified,
and τs were searched for in the remainder of the event.
Charged PFOs with a reconstructed energy of at least
12 GeV (when combined with any identified bremsstrah-
lung and FSR photon PFOs) were used to search for
Z candidates. A pair of oppositely charged PFOs with an
invariant mass within 20 GeV=c2 of the Z boson mass was
considered a Z decay candidate; at least one of the pair was
required to be identified as an electron or muon, and the
two could not be identified as differently flavored leptons.
Identified electrons were required to have j cosðθÞj < 0.95
to reduce backgrounds due to e.g.,Weν and Zee final states
in which the final state e� is often in the very forward
region. If no Z candidate was identified, the event was
rejected, while if more than one was found, the one with
invariant mass closest to the Z mass was retained.
A search was made for a pair of single-prong hadronic τ

decays among the PFOs not assigned to the Z. The twomost
energetic charged PFOs were considered τ decay prongs.
These two PFOs were required to have opposite charge, and
an estimated uncertainty on their impact parameter meas-
urement no larger than 25 μm. For each prong, additional
charged PFOswithin 10° were considered: if therewasmore
than one such PFO, or if the sumof their energieswas greater
than 3 GeV, the event was rejected.
Photon PFOs not associated with the Z decay were then

considered for inclusion in the τ jets. Starting from the most
energetic photon PFO, photon pairs consistent with the π0

mass (based on the result of a constrained kinematic fit in
which photon energies were varied within their expected
measurement uncertainties while imposing the π0 mass),
and which when combined with an existing τ jet did not
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increase its mass over mτ, were assigned to the τ jets. In a
second step, unassigned photon PFOs were added to the
closest τ jet if the resulting system’s invariant mass did
not exceed mτ, starting with the highest energy photon
candidates.
If the visible invariant mass of a τ jet was less than

0.2 GeV=c2, and the prong was not identified as an electron
or muon, it was considered a τ� → π�ν decay. If the
invariant mass was between 0.2 and 1.2 GeV=c2, it was

considered a τ� → π�π0ν decay. If either τ jet passed
neither of these criteria, the event was rejected.

B. Preselection for hadronic Z decays

Events with at least eight charged PFOs were considered
in the hadronic channel. A search was made for isolated
single-prong jets, excludingPFOs in thevery forward region
(j cos θj > 0.95) to reduce contamination frombeam-related
backgrounds. Charged PFOs were considered isolated if the
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FIG. 4. Distributions of some reconstructed observables after preselection and reconstruction in different selection channels: (a) the
reconstructed τ lepton energy, (b) the mass recoiling against the system assigned to the Z boson, (c) the net momentum of the event in
the beam direction, (d) the invariant mass of the system assigned to the Z boson, (e) the pT of the event, and (f) the invariant mass of the
reconstructed τ lepton pair. Distributions are normalized to 0.9 ab−1 of data in the e−LeþR beam polarization.
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isolation angle, defined as the angle to the nearest charged
PFO, was at least 6°. Isolated charged PFOs were ranked
according to the product of their momentum and isolation
angle; those with a score below 0.8ðGeV=c degÞ were
rejected. If less than two isolated prongs survived, the event
was rejected. The highest-ranked pair of oppositely charged
isolated PFOs was used to form two tau jet seeds. If either of
these PFOs had an estimated impact parameter uncertainty
larger than 25 μm, the event was rejected.
Photons within 10° of a tau jet seed were considered for

inclusion into its jet. A similar method was used as in the
leptonic channel, based on matching photons into π0s using
a kinematic fit, and on the resulting jet’s invariant mass.
The tau jets were required to be consistent with a τ� → π�ν
or τ� → π�π0ν decay, using the same criteria as used in the
leptonic channel.
PFOs associated with neither of the τ jets were assigned

to the system recoiling against the pair of τ leptons. The
invariant mass of this recoiling system (corresponding to
the Z decay products in the signal process) was required to
be between 60 and 160 GeV, and the mass recoiling against
it (corresponding to the Higgs boson mass) was required to
be between 50 and 170 GeV.

C. Event reconstruction

Charged PFOs associated with the Z boson decay
were used to reconstruct the primary vertex (PV). In the
case of more than two such PFOs, an iterative procedure
was used to prune this vertex, repeatedly removing the
track which contributed most to the χ2 of the vertex, if
this contribution exceeded 10. The position of this
pruned vertex was considered the point of τ production.
The size of the ILC interaction region is expected to be
approximately σx×y×z ∼ 1 μm × 8 nm × 300 μm. The size
in z is significantly larger than typical PV position
resolution, however the small size in x − y could provide
a useful additional constraint on the PV position. This
additional information was not, however, used in this
analysis.
The measured properties of events were used to fully

reconstruct the τ momenta, using the method developed
in [9]. The system of two hadronically decaying τ
leptons has six unmeasured parameters, corresponding
to the three-momenta of the two neutrinos produced in
the τ decays. These six parameters can be determined, up
to twofold ambiguities, by the use of six constraints
which are applicable to the present analysis. Each τ
lepton’s momentum is constrained to lie in the plane
which contains the PV and the tangent to the charged τ
daughter’s trajectory at its closest approach to the PV. In
addition, the total invariant mass of each τ’s decay
products, including the neutrino, is constrained to be
1.777 GeV=c2. These four constraints per τ pair leave a
single free parameter per τ lepton, which it is convenient
to express as the angle between the components of the

neutrino and hadronic momenta in the aforementioned τ
momentum plane. These two angles, one per τ, are then
chosen to minimize the total transverse momentum of
the event, including the two τs and the system recoiling
against them. Twofold ambiguities, which arise from the
quadratic invariant mass constraints, are resolved by
rejecting solutions in which either τ lepton is reconstructed
with a negative decay length, and, if ambiguities remain, by
choosing the solution with invariant τþτ− mass closest to
the Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV=c2. Since this method
relies on the balance of momentum transverse to the
beam line, any boost along the beam direction (e.g., due
to initial state radiation or beamstrahlung) has no effect
on the reconstruction of the τ lepton momenta. Distri-
butions of some event observables after preselection and
reconstruction are shown in Fig. 4.
The efficiency to preselect and successfully reconstruct

signal events (i.e., events in which the two τ leptons from a
Higgs boson decay into one of the considered decay
modes) is around 58% for both leptonically and hadroni-
cally decaying Z bosons. Table I demonstrates the perfor-
mance of the τ decay mode identification in preselected and
reconstructed events. The efficiency to correctly assign the
decay modes of both τs in an event is around 93% and 88%
respectively in the leptonic and hadronic channels.

D. Event selection

A rather loose selection was then applied to remove
badly reconstructed signal events and the majority of
background events. Requirements were placed on the
reconstructed τþτ− invariant mass (mττ), the polar angle
of the least forward charged τ lepton decay prong
j cos θPjmin, the invariant mass, polar angle, and mass
recoiling against the system associated with the Z (mZ,
j cos θZj, mrecoil), and on the net event momentum in the
transverse and z directions (pT , pz), as shown in Table II.
The table also lists the selection efficiencies and remaining
backgrounds at each step of the selection.

TABLE I. Migrations among τ-pair decay modes, for
preselected and reconstructed signal events in which the Z
boson decays to either muons or light quarks. All numbers are
given in %.

True Decay

Reconstructed Decay (πν; πν) (πν; ρν) (ρν; ρν)

Z → μþμ−
(πν; πν) 93 3 <1
(πν; ρν) 7 93 6
(ρν; ρν) <1 4 94

Z → qqðudsÞ
(πν; πν) 89 6 <1
(πν; ρν) 11 89 12
(ρν; ρν) <1 5 87
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Figure 5 shows how the efficiency of the full event
selection depends on the true value of Δϕ. The measured
efficiency distributions are consistent with a uniform value,
and no significant dependence on Δϕ is seen.
The contributions of various processes to the back-

grounds remaining after the selection are shown in
Table III. These include HZ, H → ττ events in which
the τ leptons have decayed in different modes, and other
four-fermion and two-fermion processes. Some of these
backgrounds depend on the beam polarization: in particular
for the hadronic channel, the sample purity in the e−ReþL
polarization scenario is significantly higher than for e−LeþR ,
due to the suppression of backgrounds from W-pair
production. It is therefore advantageous to separately
analyze data from the different polarization scenarios
before combining their results.

E. Neural networks

A pair of artificial neural networks (NN) were used to
distinguish signal and background events which passed

each channel’s selection. The first was trained to distin-
guish signal ZH events from major four-fermion back-
grounds, and the second to distinguish ZH events with
signal τ decay modes from those with other τ modes.
Networks were separately trained for the Z → eþe−, μþμ−,
and hadronic channels. The first network was trained using
six input observables: the τþτ− invariant mass, event
energy, invariant mass of the recoiling system, the recoil
mass, and, for each τ, the sum of the energy of PFOs within
20° of the τ prong but not assigned to the τ jet. The second
network was trained using four observables: the same 20°
energy sums and the visible mass of each tau jet. In each
NN, a single hidden layer was used, containing one less
node than the number of input variables. Distributions of
some of these input variables are shown in Fig. 6, and of the
network outputs in Fig. 7.
Within each selection channel, events were split into

4 × 4 classes according to the outputs of the two NNs.
These classes have rather different signal purities, and
therefore different sensitivities to the CP effects being
measured, as shown in Fig. 8.

TABLE II. Selection cuts [see text for details; (energies, momenta, and masses) in GeV=cð0;1;2Þ], signal selection efficiencies ϵ (in %),
and number of expected background events (BG) at various stages of the selection in the three selection channels e, μ, q. Event numbers
are scaled to the 2 ab−1 of 250 GeV data of the “H20-staged” running scenario.

Leptonic Preselection Hadronic Preselection

Event Property Requirement ϵe ϵμ BGlep Requirement ϵq BGhad

100 100 142 M 100 142 M
Charged PFOs 4 → 7 91 93 10.1 M ≥8 98 95.7 M
Z → ll candidate ≥1 88 90 1.03 M
Isolated prongs ≥2 91 45.8 M
Oppositely charged prongs 84 87 903 k 84 33.5 M
Minimum prong score >0.8 77 14.5 M
Impact parameter error <25 μm 76 79 491 k <25 μm 74 13.2 M
Extra cone energy 72 75 438 k
mZ 60 → 160 72 5.58 M
mrecoil 50 → 160 71 4.90 M

τ decay mode 63 65 236 k 64 1.99 M

Full selection Z → ee Z → μμ Z → qq

Event property Requirement ϵe BGe ϵμ BGμ Requirement ϵq BGq

Good τþτ− fit 57 112 k 59 99.5 k 58 1.64 M
mττ 100 → 140 46 618 52 366 100 → 140 42 42.9 k
Event pT <5 43 309 50 268 <20 42 30.9 k
mrecoil >120 42 252 50 162 >100 41 22.8 k
mZ 80 → 105 41 186 49 136 80 → 115 38 6.34 k
j cos θZj <0.96 40 168 47 124 <0.96 37 5.64 k
Event pz <40 40 144 47 105 <40 37 4.69 k
j cos θPjmin <0.95 40 140 47 102 <0.95 37 4.69 k

Sample purity (%) 19 26 11
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F. CP observables

The polarimeter vector of each τ lepton was recon-
structed in its rest frame according to its assigned decay
mode, using Eq. (7). In this frame, the angles θ and ϕ of

the τ� polarimeters with respect to (�) the momentum
of the τþτ− system were used as sensitive observables.
As discussed in Sec. II, the observable Δϕ ¼ ϕþ − ϕ− is
sensitive to the CP mixing angle ψCP, while the sensitivity
of a particular event depends on the value of the contrast
function cðθþ; θ−Þ.
Distributions of selected background events in Δϕ

are shown in Fig. 9. No significant modulation is
seen, given the uncertainties due to finite simulation
statistics. In particular, the ff̄H contribution with H
decays to τ leptons but τ decays to other final states than
those used in this analysis (“other ff̄H;H → τþτ−”) is
flat. Even though the τ lepton pairs have been
decayed including the appropriate spin correlations,
the use of inappropriate polarimeters washes out the
correlation.
The precision with which Δϕ is measured in a particular

event depends on the quality of the τ lepton reconstruction.
The most delicate input to this reconstruction is the
trajectory of the τ decay prong, which is used to define
the plane within which the τ momentum lies. If a τ decay
prong is well separated from the PV, the τ decay plane can
be more precisely reconstructed than if the prong has only
a small, or a poorly measured, displacement. This could
occur, for example, if the τ has only a short lifetime or if
the prong’s impact parameter was not well measured.
A suitable parameter to quantify this effect is the signifi-
cance of the prong’s impact parameter from the PV,
dsig ≡ jd0j=σd0, where d0 is the track’s impact parameter
and σd0 the uncertainty on its measurement. Figure 10
shows how the difference between the reconstructed and
true values of Δϕ depends on dmin

sig , the smaller of the two

prongs’ dsig. For dmin
sig < 3, the resolution on Δϕ is very

poor, while it is much better (of order 100 mrad) for
dmin
sig > 10. The distribution is symmetrical, demonstrating

that the reconstruction is unbiased. Events were split into
three classes according to dmin

sig , with boundaries at 3 and 10,
and into four classes according to the reconstructed value
of the contrast function, with boundaries at 0.3, 0.6, and
0.9. Figure 11 shows how the reconstructed modulation
amplitude of signal events’ Δϕ distributions varies in these
3 × 4 bins.
As explained above, selected events in each channel

were assigned to one of 4 × 4 × 3 × 4 categories,
depending respectively on the outputs of the two neural
networks, the impact parameter significance, and the
value of the contrast function. In each category, the total
(signalþ background) Δϕ distribution was fitted with a
function of form y ¼ að1 − C cosΔϕÞ. The expected
relative amplitude of the modulation, C, was extracted
for each category. Categories with similar values of C,
and therefore similar per-event sensitivity to CP effects,
were combined into four larger groups. If the relative
amplitude C of a category was larger than 0.3 it was
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FIG. 5. Signal reconstruction and selection efficiency as a
function of the true value of Δϕ, in events with Z → bb and
Z → μμ decays. Vertical error bars on data points are due to finite
MC statistics. The quality of fits of the points to a constant value
are shown.

TABLE III. Breakdown of remaining signal and background
events after the three full selections. Each line excludes processes
which contribute to an earlier one. Event numbers are scaled to
the 2 ab−1 of 250 GeV data of the “H20-staged” running
scenario, and are rounded to the nearest integer.

Process e μ q

Signal 32 36 575
Other ff̄H;H → τþτ− 39 43 627
Other ff̄H 1 0 58
Other ff̄τþτ− 32 24 766
Other 4f 51 35 2834
2f 18 0 403
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assigned to group A; if between 0.2 and 0.3 to group B;
between 0.1 and 0.2 to group C; and the remainder to
group D.
Distributions ofΔϕ for signal and background in the four

groups of the hadronic channel are shown in Fig. 12. The
backgrounds are consistent with a flat distribution, and do
not show the modulated shape of the signal. The signal
modulation amplitude and signal-to-background ratio vary
considerably among the four groups. The sample of events
in the group least sensitive to CP (labeled as “Group D”)
has negligible sensitivity to CP, and was not used in the CP
measurement.

V. SENSITIVITY AT ILC

Distributions such as those in Fig. 12 were used to
estimate the precision with which ψCP can be measured
by means of pseudoexperiments. The distribution of
signal events was fitted to a function of form fðΔϕÞ ∝
1 − C cosðΔϕ − 2ψCPÞ with the CP mixing angle ψCP

fixed to the input (SM) value of 0. The background was
assumed to be uniformly distributed in Δϕ. The three Δϕ
distributions (groups A–C) considered for each selection
channel and polarization scenario were used to run a
series of pseudoexperiments. The mean number of events
expected in each subsample was calculated according to
the assumed integrated luminosity. In each subsample, a
number of events, Poisson distributed around this mean,
was distributed according to the expected distribution in
Δϕ. An unbinned maximum likelihood fit to these events
was used to extract an estimate of ψCP, simultaneously
fitting all subsamples of a given polarization scenario. The
expected contrast (C) in each subsample, determined from
the fit to the pseudoexperiments’ parent distributions, was
treated as a fixed parameter, leaving ψCP, the phase of the
distribution, as the only free parameter. The results of such
pseudoexperiments are shown in Fig. 13, in which the
distribution of the extracted phase, its uncertainty, and their
ratio are shown. The extracted value of the CP phase shows
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FIG. 6. Distributions of some input variables to the neural networks, for selected events in different selection channels. (a) The τ pair
invariant mass, (b) the total reconstructed event energy, (c) the Z candidate invariant mass, and (d) the invariant mass recoiling against
the Z candidate. Distributions are normalized to 0.9 ab−1 of data in the e−LeþR beam polarization.
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no sign of bias, and the pull distribution demonstrates that
uncertainties are well estimated.
Table IV compares the expected precisions on the ψCP

measurement, estimated as the median of the distribution

of the pseudoexperiments’ uncertainties, for an integrated
luminosity of 1 ab−1 in different scenarios according to
the decay of the Z boson, of the τ leptons, and the beam
polarization. Events with hadronic Z decays dominate
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the sensitivity, due to their statistical advantage. Events
in which at least one τ lepton decays in the ρ channel
also dominate, for the same reason. The beam polari-
zation has only a rather small effect on the precision,
with the e−LeþR scenario slightly favored due to the larger
signal cross section and despite the higher expected
backgrounds.
Some sources of non-SM CP effects are expected to

also affect the total eþe− → HZ cross section due to
suppression of the ZZH coupling. The effect of a �20%
variation of the Higgs-strahlung cross section (close to
the current precision on the measurement of the H → ZZ
signal strength at LHC) on the estimated precision is
shown in the table. Varying the cross sections of only
processes with H → τþτ− decays by �20% results in
almost identical sensitivity changes.
The table also shows results in which the background

is assumed to be completely rejected (“no bg.”), the τ
lepton polarimeters perfectly measured (“perf. pol.”), and
when signal events are selected with perfect efficiency
(“perf. eff.”). The effect of experimental resolution on
the polarimeter measurement is rather small, however the
inclusion of realistic backgrounds and signal efficiencies
leads to a significant decrease in sensitivity compared to
ideal results. Improved data reconstruction techniques
resulting in better separation between signal and back-
grounds have the potential to significantly enhance the
experimental sensitivity.
The expected uncertainty using the 2 ab−1 of 250 GeV

data expected at ILC under realistic conditions is 75 mrad.
Data taken with the e−LeþR beam polarization is somewhat
more sensitive than e−ReþL .
Figure 14 shows the dependence of mean extracted

ψCP values on the value used in the generation of signal
simulation samples. Signal samples with ψCP ¼ 0
(i.e., the SM), π=8, π=4, π=2, and 3π=4 rad were used,
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together with the usual background samples. The
eþe− → HZ cross section was assumed to be unchanged.
10k pseudo-experiments were performed for each input
ψCP phase, assuming the 0.9 ab−1 ILC data at 250 GeV
with e−LeþR beam polarization. The distributions of the
deviations of the extracted ψCP phase from the true value
were each fitted using a Gaussian function, the means
of which (and their statistical uncertainties) are shown in
the figure. No systematic bias on the extracted value
of ψCP due to the fitting method is seen. The maximum
deviations are of order 1 mrad, consistent with the
statistical uncertainties due to the number of pseudoex-
periments, and insignificant compared to the single-
experiment sensitivity.

A. Systematic uncertainties

The main source of systematic uncertainties in this
measurement will be due to Δϕ dependent signal selection
efficiency or background acceptance. No such effects were

seen in the current analysis, within the fluctuations due to
limited simulation statistics. Significantly larger samples,
particularly of background processes, would be required to
better constrain the size of any potential effects. A well-
understood Δϕ dependence in either signal or background
acceptance can in principle be taken into account when
extracting the CP phase of the signal.
Large samples of Z → τþτ− decays from both eþe− →

ZðγÞ and eþe− → ZZ processes will be produced at ILC,
whose τ leptons will have similar energies to those from
Higgs boson decay used in the present analysis. Transverse
spin correlations between τ leptons from Higgs decay,
which are the bedrock of the present analysis, are absent in
τ lepton pairs produced in Z or γ decays. These samples
will play an essential role in the control of systematic
uncertainties in the current analysis, allowing the simu-
lation, selection and reconstruction of τ leptons, their decay
modes, momenta and polarimeters, to be validated in
independent event samples.
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TABLE IV. Estimated experimental precision δψCP on the CP
phase in different scenarios.

Beam Polarization
R
L [ab−1] e− eþ Notes δψCP [mrad]

1.0 0 0 full analysis 116
1.0 0 0 only Z → ee 450
1.0 0 0 only Z → μμ 412
1.0 0 0 only Z → qq 122
1.0 0 0 only ðπν; πνÞ 387
1.0 0 0 only ðπν; ρνÞ 198
1.0 0 0 only ðρν; ρνÞ 166
1.0 −1.0 þ1.0 pure e−LeþR 97
1.0 þ1.0 −1.0 pure e−ReþL 113
1.0 0 0 σZH þ 20% 104
1.0 0 0 σZH − 20% 133
1.0 0 0 no bg. 76
1.0 0 0 perf. pol. 100
1.0 0 0 no bg., perf. pol./eff. 25

H20-staged: 250 GeV, 2 ab−1
0.9 −0.8 þ0.3 only e−LeþR 102
0.9 þ0.8 −0.3 only e−ReþL 120
0.1 −0.8 −0.3 only e−LeþL 359
0.1 þ0.8 þ0.3 only e−ReþR 396
2.0 mixed full analysis 75
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

The CP nature of the Higgs boson and its couplings are
of fundamental importance, and can be probed in several
ways at the ILC and other lepton colliders. One method,
demonstrated in this paper, uses the spin correlations of τ
lepton pairs produced in Higgs boson decays.
The Higgs-strahlung process provides a good system in

which to make this measurement. As well as providing a
sizable number of events, visible decays of the Z boson
produced in conjunction with the Higgs boson allow the
use of techniques to fully reconstruct the τ lepton momenta
and polarimeters, and to reject backgrounds.
The correlation between transverse components of the

reconstructed τ polarimeter vectors reflects the CP nature
of the τ-pair. This correlation is stronger in events in which
the longitudinal polarimeter configuration gives a large
contrast function.
Events were selected in three channels, according to the

Z boson decay: electrons, muons, and hadrons. Distinct
selection strategies were developed for the leptonic and
hadronic channels due to their different characteristics.
Total reconstruction and selection efficiencies range from
33% for Z → bb events to 47% in Z → μμ, and the signal
purity of the selected samples varies between 10% and
30%. The selection efficiency does not depend significantly
on the CP-sensitive observables used in the analysis, and
does not introduce a bias to the measurement. Event-by-
event sensitivity to CP effects was estimated by means of
the significance of the impact parameter measurement, the
reconstructed contrast function, and the output of two
neural networks trained to separate signal from background
events.
Pseudoexperiments were used to estimate the sensitivity

to theCPmixing angle ψCP achievable using 2 ab−1 of ILC
data at 250 GeV, resulting in an expected error of 75 mrad
when combining all three selection channels. The greatest
sensitivity is provided by the hadronic Z decay channel,
which benefits from larger statistics than the leptonic
channels, although the reconstruction quality and back-
ground levels are somewhat worse. This underlines the
importance of excellent hadronic jet reconstruction and
energy measurement at ILC, one of the central motivations
for the design of the ILD detector.
The present analysis uses only τ� → π�ν and τ� →

π�π0ν decays, corresponding to around 37% of τ decays, or
14% of H → τþτ− events. In principle, all hadronic τ
lepton decays have equal analyzing power in their polar-
imeters [31], however for other modes the polarimeters can
be less trivial to extract, and the final states may be more
difficult to completely reconstruct. If these additional τ

lepton decays can be utilized, the fraction of useful H →
τþτ− events would increase from 14% to 42%, potentially
resulting in a significant increase in sensitivity. Leptonic τ
lepton decays present a less well-constrained system, due to
the production of two neutrinos per decay, requiring the use
of additional constraints to fully reconstruct τ lepton
momenta and polarimeters; the power of their reconstruc-
tible polarimeters is also intrinsically less than for hadronic
decays.
It is foreseen that the ILC will also deliver an integrated

luminosity of 4 ab−1 at 500 GeV after an energy upgrade
[7]. Although the Higgs-strahlung cross section at 500 GeV
is suppressed by a factor of around three compared to
250 GeV, a similar analysis can be applied to these events.
Some aspects of event reconstruction will be simpler at the
higher energy (for example, better jet energy resolution and
a larger average separation between the hadronic and τ
systems due to larger boosts of the H and Z), and others
more difficult (for example worse lepton momentum
resolution, and narrower τ jets).
Higgs boson production in conjunction with a neutrino

pair can occur via both the Higgs-strahlung and WW-
fusion processes. The former is significant at 250 GeV,
due to the large branching ratio of the Z to neutrinos,
while the latter process becomes important at center-of-
mass energies above around 350 GeV. Such events are
however more difficult to reconstruct, due the presence
of two additional neutrinos in the final state and limited
information about the interaction point on an event-
by-event basis. It it likely that appropriate methods
can be developed to deal with these aspects of event
reconstruction, particularly in the case of multiprong τ
lepton decays, and that additional sensitivity to the Higgs
boson CP properties in τ lepton decays can be obtained
from such final states.
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